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1.0

Introduction

1.1

This assessment has been prepared by Park Hood Chartered Landscape Architects on behalf of Power
Scaffolding Supplies Ltd.

1.2

Park Hood is a Chartered Member of the Irish Landscape Institute and Landscape Institute UK with
extensive experience in preparation of Landscape / Townscape and Visual Impact Assessments for
large scale projects throughout Ireland and the UK. The primary author is Andrew Bunbury who is a
fully qualified Landscape Architect and Chartered Member of the Landscape Institute (CMLI) with over
20 years’ consultancy experience in the landscape profession across Ireland and the UK. He is based in
the Belfast office of Park Hood where there are 19 members of staff including a further ten Chartered
Landscape Architects.

1.3

All work is undertaken in compliance with the Landscape Institute’s Code of Standards of Conduct and
Practice for Landscape Professionals and checked in accordance with Park Hood’s ISO 14001:2015 and
ISO 9001:2015.
Proposed Development Summary

1.4

The report relates a proposed development aside the junction of Belgard Road and Airton Road in
Tallaght, Dublin 24 (the “Application Site”) and can be summarised as follows:•

Demolition of the existing industrial buildings on site;

•

Construction of Block A and B comprising 328 No. apartments, ancillary residential support
facilities and commercial floorspace above a double basement for parking provision and bin
storage;

•

Provision of a landscaped courtyard;

•

Public plaza at the corner of Airton and Belgard Road;

•

Pedestrian access from Airton Road to the Technological University campus;

•

Landscaped roof terrace at 6th floor level of Block B;

•

Boundary treatments / green roofs;

•

Hard and soft landscaping; and

•

Vodafone cabin sub-station; ESB sub-stations, switch rooms and generators; and all other
associated site works above and below ground.

1.5

A detailed description is provided in the accompanying Planning Report by Thornton O’Connor and is
not repeated here.
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1.6

This report outlines the potential effects of the proposed development on the townscape / landscape
character and visual amenity of the Application Site and surrounding area in this part of Tallaght.
Guidance Documents

1.7

The approach and methodology based on the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(3rd Edition) by The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment (2013) by The
Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment (GLVIA). Other
guidance is found within the following:•

Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment by the Institute of Environmental Management
& Assessment (2004);

•

Guidelines on Landscape and Landscape Assessment by the Department of Environment, Heritage
and Local Government (2000);

•

Urban design manual - a best practice guide by the Department of Environment, Heritage and
Local Government (2009); and

•

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Advice Notes on Current Practice in the preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements (2003).

1.8

Although these publications refer to ‘Landscape’, the European Landscape Convention definition of
landscape confirms that it includes the landscapes of villages, towns and cities, i.e. townscapes. So
‘townscape’ is defined as the landscape within a built-up area, including the buildings and the
relationships between them.

1.9

There are a number of published guidance documents including Development Plans, which include
planning designations relevant to the Study Area as listed below:•

South Dublin County Development Plan 2016 – 2022;

•

Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan 2006 – 2011;

•

Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (LAP) 2006 (expired);

•

Landscape Character Assessment of South Dublin County – Minogue Associates with Aegis
Archaeology, Michael Cregan and Geoscience Ltd – 2015; and

•

Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities by Department of
Housing, Planning and Local Government (DHPLG) (2018); and

•

Environmental Protection Agency - https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps
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Method of Assessment
Townscape and Visual Effects – Distinctions
1.10

Townscape and Visual effects deriving from a proposed development are assessed separately although
the process is similar. The conclusions on significance are ultimately an evaluation of the combined
effects of both. The distinction between townscape and visual effects can be summarised as follows:•

Townscape effects relate to the potential impacts on the physical characteristics or components
of the environment which together form the character of this part of the town, including
buildings, roads, paths, vegetation and water areas; and

•

Visual effects relate to potential impact on visual receptors whose views in this part of the town
could change be changed as a result of this proposal, such as pedestrians, people working in
offices, or people in vehicles passing through the area.

Townscape and Visual Assessment Process
1.11

The process can be summarised as undertaking the following key tasks:
•

Site survey and visits in February 2019;

•

Assessing the Baseline Townscape Setting and Conditions;

•

Evaluation of key components of the proposed Development based on site layouts, plans and
elevations prepared by JFA Architects and other members of the design team;

1.12

•

Consideration of Mitigation and Enhancement Measures;

•

Assessment of Townscape / Landscape Effects;

•

Assessment of Visual Effects; and

•

Conclusions.

The process includes a review of nine no. photomontages of the proposed development prepared by
3D Design Bureau from viewpoints identified in the Belgard Road and Airton Road area (Submitted
under separate cover).
Establishing the Study Area

1.13

The study area includes the Application Site itself and the wider townscape where the proposed
development may have an influence either directly or indirectly. There is no specific guidance on
extents of study areas applicable to this type of development in Ireland. Given the Tallaght area is
made up of built up townscape, the use of digital Zone of Theoretical Visibility Maps (based on
topography) to assess potential viewpoints was considered superfluous as urban views tend to be very
constrained. Representative viewpoints were therefore selected based on site survey to ascertain the
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most open vantages of the Application Site area from public areas. These were reviewed with JFA
Architects and 3D Design Bureau to facilitate provision of appropriate visualisations.
Townscape Character Assessment
1.14

The combination of desk-top analysis and site survey allows judgment to be made on the key elements
that contribute to the townscape character and its wider condition, value and sensitivity. Townscape
value, quality and sensitivity is affected by factors including: (i) whether the resource is common or
rare; (ii) whether it is considered to be of local, regional, national or global importance; (iii) whether
there are any statutory or regulatory limitations / requirements relating to the resource; (iv) the
quality of the resource; (v) the maturity of the resource, and (vi) the ability of the resource to
accommodate changes. The following rating is the basis of this part of the assessment:•

Highest Value Townscape - Very vulnerable to change. High Sensitivity;

•

Very Attractive Townscape - Some ability to absorb change in some situations without having
significant effects. Medium Sensitivity;

•

Good Townscape - Some ability to absorb change in some situations without having significant
effects. Medium Sensitivity;

•

Ordinary Townscape - Able to accommodate change without significant effects. Low Sensitivity;

•

Poor Townscape - Damaged landscapes very capable of accommodating change. Very Low
Sensitivity.

1.15

The report considers the magnitude and scale of effects the proposed development would have on
existing townscape elements, character areas and resources either directly or indirectly. This is
affected by factors including: (i) the physical extent and nature of the key elements that make up the
proposal; (ii) the townscape context of these effects and (iii) the time-scale of impact, such as whether
it is temporary (short, medium or long term), permanent with reversible potentials, or irreversibly
permanent and are rated as follows:•

Profound - Total loss or major alteration to key elements / features / characteristics of the
baseline (i.e. pre-development) townscape or view and /or introduction of elements considered
to be totally dominant when set within the attributes of the receiving townscape.

•

Substantial - A prominent change that may be large in scale and / or extent, and include the loss
of key townscape characteristics or the addition of new features or elements that would
potentially change the overall landscape quality and character at a wider scale.

•

Moderate - Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements / features / characteristics of
the baseline (i.e. pre-development) townscape or view and / or introduction of elements that
may be prominent but may not necessarily be considered to be substantially uncharacteristic
when set within the attributes of the receiving townscape.
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•

Slight - Minor loss or alteration to one or more) key elements / features / characteristics of the
baseline (i.e. pre-development townscape or view and /or introduction of elements that may not
be uncharacteristic when set within the attributes of the receiving townscape.

•

Negligible - Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements / features / characteristics
of the baseline (i.e. pre-development) townscape or view and /or introduction of elements that
are not uncharacteristic with the surrounding townscape - approximating the ‘no change’
situation.

Visual Amenity Assessment
1.16

The baseline studies establishes the area from which the proposed development may potentially be
visible and the different groups of people (“visual receptors”) who may experience views or changes
to view context. Six representative viewpoints were identified in locations that are publicly accessible,
such as local streets, public realm areas and riverside bank areas. Selection is also based on a
determination of the actual visibility of the application site or from locations where there may be
significant numbers of visual receptors e.g. commuter routes or tourist sites.

1.17

Viewer sensitivity ranges from high to low based on the nature of the visual receptor (resident, tourist,
commuter etc.) and the visual value or quality attached to a particular view. The visual effects deriving
from the proposed development are based on the combined judgement of the anticipated change in
nature, visual amenity and duration of the particular view (magnitude) and the nature of the visual
receptor (sensitivity) and are rated as follows:•

Severe - A major change or obstruction of a view that may be directly visible, appearing as the
dominant and contrasting feature appearing in the foreground.

•

Substantial - The proposal forms the focus or an immediately apparent component in the view
and will redefine its baseline characteristics.

•

Moderate - The proposal is likely to form a readily apparent component within the overall view
but the baseline characteristics will continue to prevail.

•

Slight - The proposal forms a minor component in the wider view which might be missed by the
casual viewer / observer. Awareness of the proposal would not have a marked effect on the
overall quality of the view.

•

Negligible - The proposal is barely discernible or may be at such a distance that it is very difficult
to perceive equating to a no-change situation.

Nature of Townscape and Visual Effects
1.18

The assessment process aims to be objective and quantify effects as far as possible. Townscape /
landscape and visual assessment has aspects of it that can be considered subjective. Magnitude of
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change to a view can be factually defined but any subsequent objective assessment is based on
professional training, experience, observation, evidence and informed opinion.
•

Positive Effect - A change that improves the quality of the townscape character and fits very well
with the existing townscape character.

•

Neutral - A change which does not affect the scale, landform or pattern of the townscape and
maintains existing townscape quality.

•

Adverse Effect - A change which reduces the quality of the townscape and cannot be fully
mitigated.

Significance Criteria and Determination
1.19

Significance of an effect is determined by the combination of sensitivity of the affected receptor(s) or
townscape and the predicted magnitude or type of change which combine to form a level of effect.
The significance of townscape and visual effects is determined by cross-referencing sensitivity of
townscape or view with the magnitude of change. Usually an effect is considered ‘significant’ if the
level of effect is ‘moderate/substantial’ or ‘substantial’.
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2.0

Baseline Townscape Setting
The Application Site

2.1

The Application Site comprises 1.19 hectares / 2.94 acres of land at the junction of Airton Road and
Belgard Road in Tallaght, Dublin 24. See Figure 1 Site Location Plan

2.2

The site is currently characterised by large scale commercial buildings, landscape areas, parking
areas, access arrangements and security fences. They back onto a larger metal clad and brown
coloured warehouse to the south and the collective footprint of these buildings and security hut
extends to approximately 0.3 hectares. To the south of the site are further structures including a
premastore sprinkler tank and an associated control building set within a grassed area secured by
palisade fences.

Photo 1 Application Site Setting

View of existing buildings and setting from near junction of Airton Road and Belgard Road.

2.3

The buildings are in limited use and the associated landscape areas subject to sporadic
management and maintenance; grass areas are currently unmown and colonising scrub is
encroaching former managed landscape areas. Parking and yard areas in tarmac and concrete
surfacing extend to approximately 0.48 hectares. There are further brick or flag paths and paved
areas across landscape and while there has been some weed management, extensive moss and
weed growth is evident.
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2.4

The topography on the site has been subject to historic grading and re-profiling to facilitate the
construction of the existing building and approximately 100 no. car parking spaces (probably in the
1980s). Levels across the site vary from +97.5m to +95m with the floor level of the existing building
set at approximately +96.5m. The wider landscape drops gradually to the south towards the Tymon
River corridor as annotated on maps but its course through the urban landscape has been
significantly altered and includes culverted sections which ensure it is a discreet or imperceptible
feature. Distant and glimpse views of the Dublin / Wicklow Mountains are afforded from Belgard
Road to the west of the Application Site.

Photo 2 Application Site Setting

View west towards Application Site from Airton Road

2.5

A Tree Survey1 was undertaken in November 2018 and identified 52 no. trees on the Application
Site. The summary statement in this survey states as follows:“Most of the trees reported on here are now nearing forty years old and were planted to provide
shelter and screening to the existing buildings. There are also a couple of clumps of much younger
saplings that have grown from root suckers within the last ten years”.

2.6

1

In the comments related to “Tree Condition and Recommendations”, the survey states:-

Dr Philip Blackstock – Tree Survey November 2018
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“Because of their age, most of the trees reported on here are still in a fairly good condition. Some of
the Norway maples have developed narrow forks. As this species is prone to crown failure, it is
recommended that the affected trees be pruned hard to ensure single dominant leaders. There is a
group of hybrid poplar trees growing along the back of the site. These trees have developed heavy
crowns that are also prone to failure. While it is recommended that these trees be trimmed,
consideration may be given to their replacement, as they only have a limited useful life expectancy.”
2.7

The western boundary to Belgard Road (R113) is 127m long and defined by a 1.7m high brick wall
and, towards the Airton Road junction, a lower 1.2m high wall and steel railing. A linear group of
approximately 20 no. mature trees align this boundary.

Photo 3 Application Site Setting

View along Belgard Road footpath and verge of the western boundary and buildings within the Application Site

2.8

The northern boundary to Airton Road (L3001) is 103m long and has a more open characteristic
partially defined by a linear strip of shrubs and 16 no. mature trees. The only vehicular entrance
into the site is off the Airton Road. To the immediate east are the offices and commercial promises
of Trulife Ltd. and this 104m long boundary is defined by a 2.4m high green palisade fence.

2.9

To the south, the site abuts a 38kV ESB Substation and the Tallaght Telephone Exchange / Vodafone
mast on an approximate 105m long boundary defined by further palisade security fencing. Just
beyond this, to the south and east are the extensive grounds and property of the Dublin West
Education Centre and the Technological University Tallaght.
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Local Landscape / Townscape Context
2.10

Belgard Road is shown in a similar trajectory on OSI historical maps (1829 to 1942) but was set
within a clearly rural and farmland setting at that time. The OSI Cassini 6” Maps (1830s to 1930s)
show the land on the opposite side of the road as being part of the extensive Urney Chocolate
Factory which appears to have existed on this site from 1924 until the 1980s. The area to the north
is called Colberts Fort cottages and contains some residential properties or farmsteads but the
Application Site is shown as part of a large rectangular field. Airton Road was constructed later in
the 20th century.

Photo 4 Local Townscape Setting

View north towards Application Site from Belgard Road

2.11

The “Airton Precinct” is located to the north and east and is the largest precinct in the Tallaght
Town Centre area and now includes a number of industrial/business estates known as the Airton
Business Park, Belgard Industrial Estate, Broomhill Business Park, Greenhills Business Park,
Greenhills Industrial Park and Hibernian Insurance Industrial Estate. The existing land uses in this
area are primarily industrial and commercial with the predominant buildings being large scale and
low rise warehouses. To the immediate north is the former Jacob's/Allied Biscuits Site which is now
the premises of Amazon Data Services Ireland Ltd. Buildings are generally setback from the roads
behind security fences or walls with extensive yards, car parking and landscape areas.
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2.12

The lands to the north-west off Belgard Road are now part of Belgard Retail Park, a modern retail
development (dating from 2003) which includes a drive-through Burger King, B&Q, Mothercare,
and Halfords retail units which merge into the Cookstown Industrial Estate further west.

2.13

To the immediate west, across Belgard Road, a block of lands contains a number of vacant buildings
that were previously part of a Uniphar factory, Cuisine de France and Kerry Group holdings. This
site has recently been granted planning permission for a large scale residential project (Planning
Reference: SHD ABP – 303306-18).

2.14

Belgard Road is a major and busy road comprising a dual carriageway with grass verges and
separated footpaths as it passes the Application Site. The total width of the roadway and footpaths
is approximately 26m. Airton Road is a broad (21m wide including verges / footpaths) single lane
road providing a link to Greenhills Road to the east. There is a notable avenue of mature trees
along much of Airton Road. In general, road use is dominated by commercial traffic and extensive
car use. Pedestrian activity on adjacent footpaths is low on account of permeability through
adjacent private areas being very limited.

Photo 5 Local Townscape Setting

View west along Airton Road towards the Belgard Road junction with Application Site to left (south)
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Tallaght Town
2.15

Tallaght is the largest town in south County Dublin and the largest suburb of the city. Located 13km
south-west of the city centre, it was a small village in the 1960’s located just to the west of what is
now the N81 Tallaght By-pass but became subject of extensive suburban development and was
subsumed into the Greater Dublin area. The population in the 2016 Census was 76,119. The town
centre (“The Square”), approximately 500m to the south-west of the Application Site, has
developed since the 1980’s and is now one of Ireland's largest shopping centres. The area includes
local and central government offices (South Dublin County Council), three hotels, retail commercial,
civic, educational facilities, cultural centres (Rua Red Arts centre and The Civic Theatre) and Tallaght
Hospital. These are all within 1km of the Application Site.

2.16

Tallaght town has been the focus of more recent multi-storey apartment development with several
planning applications for residential schemes scheduled to be made or considered in 2019.2

2.17

Belgard Road connects to the N81 Tallaght By-pass approximately 725m south of the Application
Site. The terminus of the Luas (Red Line) in located in Tallaght Town Centre approximately 650m to
the south west.

2.18

Sean Walsh Memorial Park (1989) is located 800m due south of the Application Site off the N81
Road. From this area, and more exposed or elevated parts of Tallaght there are open views towards
the Dublin / Wicklow Mountains to the east and south.
Establishing the Wider Study Area – Published Landscape Character Assessments

2.19

The Landscape Character Assessment of South Dublin County (2015) identified and categorised five
primary landscape character areas (LCA) in South Dublin. This provided a broad overview of the
landscape character, description, condition and sensitivity for each area and is a useful research
document in terms of baseline assessment of the study area.

2.20

The Application Site is located within Landscape Character Area (LCA) South Urban Dublin and the
key characteristics of this LCA as follows:•

Built – up urban area with extensive housing estates and industrial /commercial parks. Variety of
house styles and layouts dating from the late 19th century to late 20th century;

•

Settlements of Rathfarnham, Templeogue and Clondalkin with important historical legacy and
remnants;

•

Major traffic corridors with M50 traversing north- south through the area, and LUAS line travelling
north from Tallaght, parallel to the M50,to city centre;

•

Corridors of natural and semi natural vegetation, notably along the River Dodder ( a linear park)
and the Camac River;

2

http://www.echo.ie/news/article/tallaght-landscape-set-for-significant-changes
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•

Grass open spaces in gardens, industrial parks, golf courses, school playing fields, and
miscellaneous spaces in housing areas;

2.21

•

Street trees planting; and

•

Recreational facilities – public parks and golf courses - provide amenities and ecological resources

The LCA notes this area “… extends east from Tallaght/Oldbawn to Rathfarnham, and north/ northwest along the county boundary to Clondalkin” and that the “LCA retains little of historical
significance and the setting of its primary settlements have been radically altered by built
developments, notably through the 20th Century”.
Environment, Heritage and Planning Designations

2.22

In the South Dublin County Council Development Plan 2016-2022 the Application Site is located in
the “Airton Precinct” which is annotated on the Use Zoning Objectives Map as “Objective – Regen”
and is summarised as “To facilitate enterprise and/or residential-led regeneration”. This is a
variation on the objective outlined in the Development Plan 2010-2016 in which the site was part of
“Objective EP2” which was summarised as “To facilitate opportunities for manufacturing, Research
and Development facilities, light industry and employment and enterprise related uses in industrial
areas and business parks”.

2.23

In the Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (Adopted 2006, extended 2011), the Masterplan
annotates the site as “Existing Structure – Neutral” with a banding aside the Belgard Road and
Airton Road junction shaded as “Future Key Frontages (indicative)”.

2.24

The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH) identifies no monuments or historic sites
on or close to the Application Site. The nearest are located aside St. Maelruain’s Church
approximately 300m due south and are distant enough to ensure there are no significant effects
deriving from any activity on the Application Site (or potentially arising from this proposal) due to
intervening vegetation and built form.

2.25

Maps available from the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) show no protected landscapes,
environment, scenic amenity or ecology designations on or close to the Application Site.
Townscape Quality and Value

2.26

The Application Site comprises a little used commercial / industrial site and would be categorised as
poor townscape of low sensitivity, quality and value and therefore very capable of accommodating
change in landscape and visual terms. The most appreciable features on the site are the mature
trees on and towards the site boundaries contribute to the local townscape setting.

2.27

In terms of wider landscape condition, the LCA South Urban Dublin notes “The older settled urban
areas such as Rathfarnham have matured into relatively leafy suburbs, whereas more recent
developments have created a sense of anonymity. They do not appear to have benefited from
comprehensive master planning which would have considered housing, roads and open space
provision in an integrated manner.”
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2.28

The LCA notes that the key “Landscape Value” contributors in this area are the public parks, the
Dodder River Valley, 19th century industrial heritage and views out to Dublin (Wicklow) Mountains
and agricultural hinterland. These are all sufficiently distant from the Application Site to be subject
to any significant landscape or visual effects.

2.29

Surrounding the Application Site is a mix of ordinary and poor townscape including large scale
industrial and business parks, major roads and the Technological University Tallaght lands which
give the wider area a functional and utilitarian character. While there are localised areas of
improved or higher quality landscapes, the area is modern townscape and the lack of EPA or
planning designations suggest this part of the city has a low sensitivity in landscape and visual
terms.

Photo 6 Landscape Condition and Value

View across former car parking area towards the existing buildings demonstrating the current unkempt and low quality
and value of the Application Site

Representative Viewpoints
2.30

Viewpoints were selected within publicly accessible areas based on the following criteria:•

Site investigation to establish those locations where there was likely to be significant views;
and
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•

Site investigation to establish those locations where there was likely to be a significant number
of visual receptors (e.g. towards town centre or main roads).

2.31

A review of South Dublin County Council’s policies in respect of views and prospects in this area (as
set out in the South Dublin County Development Plan 2016 – 2022) showed there are no designated
views likely to be impacted by the proposed development. The focus of protected views of
prospects from this general area is the Dublin Mountains (over 4km distant) and the Application
Site does not form part of these designated vantages.

Figure 1 Viewpoint Location Map

Application Site Location

•

Viewpoint 5: Airton Road

•

Viewpoint 1: Belgard Square North;

•

Viewpoint 6: Airton Road

•

Viewpoint 2: Civic Theatre, Tallaght Square

•

Viewpoint 7: Belgard Road (N)

•

Viewpoint 3: Belgard Road (S)

•

Viewpoint 8: Forth Avenue, Cookstown

•

Viewpoint 4: Belgard Road (S)

Industrial Estate
•

Viewpoint 9: Belgard Road (N)

*Map extract from 3D Design Bureau - Viewpoint Location Map (2019)
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2.32

Within this area, the built townscape means that views consistently change in context, scale and
extent with many views of the Application Site, even from close proximity locations on Airton Road
and Belgard Road closed off by intervening buildings, vegetation or boundary features. Nine
representative viewpoints were selected at the locations identified on Figure 1 above.
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3.0

Proposed Development
Site Preparation and Construction Works

3.1

The construction operations likely to affect townscape and visual amenity include the following:•

Site access off Airton Road;

•

Demolition works to include removal of the existing buildings, plant, yard, parking areas, boundary
walls and fences and landscape areas;

•

Removal of Tree Nos. 1-3,7-13, 15,18-19,21-22,24, 26-29 and 31-52 (as set out on Drawing 6504
L200 and 201 accompanying this application);

3.2

•

Fixed construction plant, including cranes and scaffolding and gantries;

•

Site hoarding along the property boundary;

•

Mobile construction plant, such as excavators and lorries;

•

Storage and compound areas, welfare facilities, security and safety lighting; and

•

Staged works relating to the construction of a new building comprising Block A and B.

All construction impacts will be temporary, localised and short-term.
Summary of Proposed Development

3.3

The development will consist of the following works:•

The development will consist of the demolition of the existing industrial buildings on site (4,800 sq
m) and the construction of 2 No. blocks comprising 328 No. apartments (93 No. 1 bed, 222 No. 2
bed and 13 No. 3 bed), ancillary residential support facilities and commercial floorspace measuring
31,147 sq m gross floor space above a single basement measuring 5,861 sq m.;

•

Block A is part 5 to part 7 No. storey building (13,710 sq m) over basement comprising 149 No.
apartments with class 3 office space (222 sq m). Block B is a part 6 to part 9 No. storey over
basement block comprising 179 No. apartments, 2 No. double height class 1/2 commercial/retail
units (354 sq m), café/restaurant (313 sq m), creche (360 sq m), internal residents amenity area
(644 sq m) at ground floor including reception (37.7 sq m), residents lounge (91.3 sq m), private
dining area (52.6 sq m), We Work space (45.5 sq m), games room (47.3 sq m) and gym (80 sq m)
and communal lounge (220 sq m) at 6th floor level (17,437 sq m).; and

•

The development also consists of the provision of a landscaped courtyard; public plaza at the
corner of Airton and Belgard Road; pedestrian access from Airton Road to the Technological
University campus; balconies; landscaped roof terrace at 6th floor level (7th Storey) of Block B (671
sq m); 184 No. car parking spaces at basement level including 14 No. club car spaces; 727 No.
basement and surface bicycle parking spaces; 4 No. motorbike parking spaces; bin storage;
boundary treatments; green roofs; hard and soft landscaping; plant; lighting; Vodafone cabin sub-
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station; ESB sub-stations, switch rooms and generators; and all other associated site works above
and below ground.
Design Considerations
3.4

The following mitigation measures and considerations were made in relation to the design and
materials selection and relevant to how the proposed development will sit into and be seen in the
Tallaght townscape:•

The proposal is designed on an axis that correlates with the townscape structure with geometry
aligned to Airton Road and the Belgard Road;

•

To maximise resident’s amenity space at ground level, a basement car park is provided below
ground level;

•

The building is designed to be viewed from all directions and has no blank facades;

•

The layout allows for an active street / public open space frontage ensuring potential for greater
activity, life and use at street level and enhanced amenity areas towards Airton Road and Belgard
Road;

•

The development is organised around a resident’s courtyard which will be landscaped to provide
active and passive recreational and amenity areas;

•

Retention of street trees along Airton Road;

•

Green roofs on the 5th and 6th floors;

•

Functional areas including bin storage are located within basement areas to visually obscure
these from publicly accessible areas (i.e. roads and garden areas);

•

Provision of play areas including a Crèche and a Play Area for older Children and Teenagers;

•

At ground level, there will be extensive landscape and garden works (as set out on Drawing 6504
L202 accompanying this application). This will include feature lighting, fencing, tree and shrub
planting and quality hard landscape treatments. The works include the following:o

Grass-crete (850m²), Non-permeable paving (170m²) and permeable paving (2,200m²);

o

Proposed Shrub and Groundcover Planting (3,080m²);

o

Proposed Lawns (380m²);

o

Proposed Extra Heavy and Semi-Mature Tree Planting (156 no.);

o

Proposed Hedgerows (300 lin. m);

o

Sedum Green Roofs (960m²); and

o

Roof terrace / garden area (700m²)
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4.0

TOWNSCAPE AND VISUAL ASSESSMENT
Introduction

4.1

The aim of this report is to objectively and professionally assess how the proposed development will
affect the landscape, townscape and visual amenity of the Application Site area and Tallaght town.
The terminology and glossary is based those used in the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment 3rd Edition (2013).

4.2

The magnitude and significance of any effect is determined by the scale and shape of the proposed
development and any resulting contrast between this and the existing townscape setting and visual
amenity. A further consideration is not just its proximity to adjacent buildings or areas but also the
number of people who use or pass through this area who may feel that the visual and townscape
quality of the area could be affected by this proposal.
Construction Stage

4.3

Visual impacts, which are potentially adverse in nature, will derive from the following:•

Presence and operation of construction traffic, cranes, plant and equipment;

•

Removal and changes to local built structure and vegetation; and

•

Lighting for safety and security.

4.4

The site will be bound by hoardings to clearly delineate working areas on Airton Road and Belgard
Road and also obscure views from low-level street areas. There will be a temporary reduction in
townscape quality to facilitate demolition works, tree removal, construction activity, building works
and land-take associated with gantries, scaffolding and hoardings. As the construction of higher floors
commences, there will be a high degree of exposure with significant effects to the immediately
adjacent roads where they abuts the Application Site.

4.5

The demolition and construction works will represent a substantial change to the Application Site
Moderate temporary adverse effects rated as significant during the construction phase.

4.6

To areas across the wider town, the construction phase will have negligible effects in the earlier stages
of demolition and construction. Being a town centre location and aside the busy Belgard Road and
Airton Road, effects deriving from construction traffic would not represent a significant change, in
landscape or visual terms, from the existing situation. As the higher stories are constructed, the
construction works will inevitably become more evident in open views across this part of the Tallaght
with slight to moderate effects but, given context of built environment and distance, the effects would
be of a low magnitude and not categorised as significant.
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Townscape Effects during Operational Phase
4.7

Any assessment must be measured against that of the situation that pertains at present and the
current site contributes very little to a positive street character or setting being a little used
commercial / industrial site and building of functional and utilitarian character.

4.8

In broad terms, a proposal of this nature and scale will become part of the integrity, legibility and
identity of the Tallaght and a landmark in its own right. As part of the planning consultation process,
there was a reduction in proposed building height from 11 to 9 no. storeys but the following reviews
the likely impacts on key townscape areas as identified in the baseline assessment section above.
Application Site

4.9

In terms of the actual Application Site, there are no distinctive buildings and the key effects relate to
the scale and nature of the proposed development. The loss of trees will have some slight adverse
effects in the short term. The removal of the existing commercial / industrial building and underused
ancillary elements would have no significant effects on local townscape character. While the street
pattern will be unaffected, the proposal will change the character of the Application Site due to
alteration of removal of existing buildings, trees and replacement with a substantial building that will
completely alter the baseline setting.

4.10

The scale will ensure it has a profound effect of high magnitude on the Application Site itself but this is
not something that should be seen as adverse in townscape character terms. The proposal will
reinstate use and activity on this site giving it a more productive and appropriate town centre landuse.
Belgard Road and Airton Road

4.11

The Pre-Planning Presentation (JFA 2019) noted the following within the Design Rationale section:•

The site enjoys primary frontage to Belgard and Airton Roads, providing opportunities for a
positive contribution of a residential and public character to the streetscape.

•

The site is located on a prominent corner within the urban streetscape – the design principle is to
provide a public plaza and landmark building in the form of a tower, and street frontage
consisting primarily of a commercial and public nature. These contribute to creating a street scape
in these key locations, and views on approach of the proposed development.

4.12

The proposed development will be taller than the existing buildings on Airton Road and this part of
Belgard Road but it will be in keeping with the architecture, form and contemporary style of
developments towards The Square and the new buildings being constructed at, or associated with
Tallaght town centre and the Dublin West Education Centre and Technological University Tallaght.
While higher than existing built form, it is notable that current approvals within close proximity of the
site include for large scale residential developments such as Belgard Gardens that rises to 10 storeys
(Planning Reference: SHD3ABP – 303306-18).
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4.13

The proposed development itself will represent a further example of the significant and cumulative
changes in this part of Dublin that will have substantial and significant yet positive effects on its
character. The proposal will result in a distinctive landmark building with enhanced building frontage
that will be a significant addition to the Belgard Road and Airton Road architecture and townscape.

4.14

The dense nature of existing built form across much of the area aside both Belgard Road and Airton
Road ensures the vast majority of this will experience no effects / low magnitude due to the proposal
being visually obscured by buildings that ensure a limited visual envelope.
Tallaght Town

4.15

The Application Site has been degraded and subject to limited use for some time contributing little to
the character or quality of Tallaght. This development will signify the positive commencement of a
new phase for this area though change has been a relatively constant feature in this part of the
Greater Dublin since the 1960’s.

4.16

There will be substantial effects on areas closer to the proposed development but the baseline setting
of major transport corridors and large scale of local built form ensure this can be successfully absorbed
without causing any adverse townscape / landscape effects. In townscape character terms, the
completed building will improve the quality and character of this area giving it a modern landmark
building that would symbolise progress, revitalisation and positivity. Its vertical scale will effectively
balance the adjacent broad, horizontal and engineered townscape at the Belgard Road / Airton road
junction.

4.17

In general, views experienced by pedestrians from the core of the town centre areas are focused at
ground level and the proposal will be obscured by existing buildings ensuring negligible / low
magnitude effects to the vast majority of Tallaght. Where the proposed development is visible in
glimpse views, it will invariably be a part of a built townscape and its location aside large scale
buildings, infrastructure and vacant lands ensure it can be accommodated without detriment and will
have only slight / low magnitude effects on the wider Tallaght town character.

4.18

It will be visible in transient views for passing traffic on the Belgard Road on account of close proximity
though it will be seen in context with the townscape and contribute positively to this area’s identity
and the architectural character of skyline. In summary the effects, while significant will be a positive
statement in terms of the town development, legibility and future.
Visual Impact Assessment

4.19

The following tables summarise the likely and anticipated effects on views or visual amenity from key
or representational viewpoints. Viewpoints 1 to 9 cross reference to the photomontages prepared by
3D Design Bureau.
Belgard Road – Refer to Viewpoints No. 3, 4, 7 and 9

4.20

Belgard Road is located to the west of the Application Site and comprises a 3.55km long dualcarriageway providing a link from the N81 Tallaght By-pass to the south and the N7 Naas Road to the
north. For its southern section it passes through the built-up townscape of the Tallaght area that
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comprises industrial / business parks, residential areas, the Dublin West Education Centre and
Technological University Tallaght campus. The broad road includes grass verges and separated
footpaths as it passes the Application Site area. The verges south of the Airton Road junction
containing mature trees.
4.21

Given the busy nature of the road, there are significant numbers of visual receptors though the
majority are commuters, passing for shopping / retail / commercial purposes or the reason for being in
this area relates to employment or management / maintenance activity. Viewer sensitivity is rated as
medium to low.

4.22

The site is located on a potentially prominent site at the junction of Belgard Road and Airton Road.
The nature of the roadside vegetation, boundary treatments and built urban form ensure that views
from Belgard Road towards the site are limited to within a confined area on approaching the site from
either north or south (within a 200-300m range). In this area, the proposed development will be an
immediately apparent component in the view and constitute a significant addition to this view with
substantial effects on account of the upper floors rising into the local skyline. There are some slight
adverse effects related to loss of vegetation (which will be apparent in some closer views) but this is
outweighed by the replacement of a visually redundant, low sensitivity and partially derelict site with a
contemporary new building that will improve visual quality and have positive effects on local
townscape quality.

4.23

While significant, the high magnitude of change is considered acceptable as the new building would
effectively balance and correlate to the large scale of the horizontal streetscape and traffic corridors
and introduce a landmark that would provide townscape legibility at this major road junction.

4.24

The proposal will also balance and relate to the consented planning application for a mixed-use /
residential scheme to the west of the Belgard Road at Belgard Gardens. Phase one of this proposal (7.2
hectares) comprises 438 no. apartments, a 403 no. bedspace student accommodation scheme,
childcare facility, commercial units, public plaza, new streets and public realm. The proposed blocks
range from four to ten storeys (Planning Reference: SHD3ABP – 303306-18). The collective will
enhance this part of Belgard Road in terms of visual quality, character and sense of place.
Summary - Negligible to Substantial. Where visible, close to the site, there will be positive effects on
visual amenity and view quality
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Viewpoint 3 R113 Belgard Road / Belgard Square North Junction

Viewpoint 4 R113 Belgard Road
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Viewpoint 7 R113 Belgard Road aside Monarch Industrial Estate

Viewpoint 9 R113 Belgard Road near the Airton Road Junction
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Airton Road – Refer to 3D Design Bureau Viewpoints No. 5 and 6
4.25

Airton Road is a busy 920m long road linking Belgard Road to the west and Greenhills Road to the east.
For the majority of the road the Application Site is obscured by built form and vegetation including the
notable avenue of mature trees that align Airton Road on both sides. The proposed development will
be largely obscured by townscape and vegetation until within a range of approximately 200m of the
site on the approach to the Belgard Road junction.

4.26

The roads primary purpose is to provide access to the adjacent business, commercial and industrial
parks. The trees serve to lift the local landscape character and amenity in what would otherwise be a
potentially very utilitarian and functional urban area. The majority of visual receptors are those in this
area for employment / services or management reasons and viewer sensitivity is rated as medium to
low.

4.27

The proposed development will be discernible in views from this western end of Airton Road with
upper floors rising into the local skyline and represent a new contemporary architecture and form in
this area. The existing site and townscape setting ensure the magnitude of effects deriving from this
proposal will be muted and assessed as moderate when seen in this context and with the wider built
environment. It will also have positive effects by improving the articulation of Airton Road by
introducing a landmark building at its western end providing a contrast to the otherwise generally low
to medium rise premises and warehousing.
Summary - Negligible to Moderate. Where visible, close to the site, there will be positive effects on
visual amenity and view quality
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Viewpoint 5 Airton Road / Broomhill Road Junction

Viewpoint 6 Airton Road (to west approaching Application Site)
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Cookstown Industrial Estate – Refer to Viewpoint No. 8
4.28

Cookstown Industrial Estate is an established commercial area situated to the west of the Belgard
Road. The estate is mixed use in character with a number of high profile commercial occupiers in large
scale buildings and warehouses including FAS & South Dublin County Council. Tallaght Hospital is
situated within close proximity. The majority of visual receptors are those in this area for employment
or management reasons and viewer sensitivity is rated as medium to low.

4.29

The nature of large scale warehouses and commercial buildings and the relatively flat topography
ensure that views in this part of Tallaght are very limited and the majority of this area will have no
views of the proposed development.
Summary - No effects / Negligible

Viewpoint 8 Fourth Avenue, Cookstown Industrial Estate

Tallaght Town Centre – Refer to 3D Design Bureau Viewpoints No. 1 and 2
4.30

Tallaght Town Centre is located approximately 500m to the south of the Application Site. The area
includes local and central government offices, hotels, retail commercial, civic, educational facilities,
cultural centres and Tallaght Hospital. The Square is one of Ireland's largest shopping centres. There
are potentially very high numbers of visual receptors in this part of town though the majority would be
here for shopping / retail purposes or in the area for employment or management / maintenance
activity. Viewer sensitivity is rated as medium to low.
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4.31

The nature of large scale buildings / townscape and the relatively flat topography between the town
centre and Application Site ensure that views are very limited and effects will be negligible or none.
Summary - No effects / Negligible

Viewpoint 1 Belgard Square North, The Square, Tallaght

Viewpoint 2 Adjacent to The Square / Tallaght Shopping Centre Car Park
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5.0

Conclusion
Baseline Setting

5.1

The Application Site comprises 1.19 hectares / 2.94 acres of land at the junction of Airton Road and
Belgard Road in Tallaght, Dublin 24. The Application Site comprises a site which is in partial uses as
a commercial office and warehouse. The most appreciable landscape features on the site are the
mature trees on and towards the site boundaries.

5.2

The site carries no designations relating to scenic, ecology, landscape, heritage or other
environmental issues. The Application Site is categorised as “poor” townscape of low sensitivity
being a damaged landscape and very capable of accommodating change.

5.3

Belgard Road and Airton Road are major and busy routes with use dominated by commercial traffic
and extensive car use. Pedestrian activity on adjacent footpaths is low and permeability through
adjacent (private) townscape is very limited.

5.4

The Application Site is located in an area defined as ordinary townscape that includes large scale
industrial and business parks, major roads and the Technological University Tallaght lands which
give the wider area a functional and utilitarian character. While there are localised areas of
improved or quality landscape, the area is modern townscape comprising a number of
industrial/business estates, retail parks, functional urban landscapes and facilities and incidental
vacant or unused plots

5.5

Tallaght is the largest town in south County Dublin and the largest suburb of the city. The town
centre (“The Square”), approximately 500m to the south-west of the Application Site, is now one of
Ireland's largest shopping centres. Government offices, hotels, retail commercial, civic, educational
facilities, cultural centres and Tallaght Hospital are all within 1km of the Application Site.

5.6

The built townscape means that views consistently change in context, scale and extent with many
views of the Application Site, even from close proximity locations closed off by intervening
buildings, vegetation or boundary features.
Proposed Development

5.7

The proposal is for a 328 unit residential development comprising Block A (149 units) rising five to
seven storeys and Block B (179 units) rising six to nine storeys and includes
retail/commercial/café/office space, a crèche and internal residents amenity area. Externally there
are landscaped courtyards, public plaza / realm areas, roof terraces, green roofs, private balconies,
boundary treatments and associated landscape works.
Predicted Significance of Landscape and Visual Effects

5.8

Any assessment must be measured against the situation that pertains at present and the current
site contributes little to the townscape setting being a functional and utilitarian site dominated by
underused or redundant buildings. A proposal of this nature and scale will inevitably become part
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of the integrity, legibility and identity of this part of Tallaght town and introduce a significant
building and landmark on this site giving it a more productive and appropriate use.
5.9

There will be substantial effects on areas close to the proposed development but the baseline
setting aside large scale townscape and traffic infrastructure ensure it can be successfully absorbed
without causing any unacceptable or adverse townscape / landscape effects. The site possesses a
good ability to absorb change on account of its degraded nature though it is appreciated the
proposal will result in a distinctive, new, sizeable and significant building at this important nodal
point on the Belgard Road / Airton Road junction.

5.10

It will be visible in transient views for passing traffic on the Belgard Road and Airton Road due to
close proximity though it will be seen in context with the townscape and contribute positively to
this area’s identity and the architectural character of skyline. In all views, the proposed
development would be seen in context with other large buildings, elements or structures. The
effects, while significant will be a positive statement in terms of the town development, legibility
and future.
Conclusion

5.11

The Application Site comprises a utilitarian site that contributes little to the character and visual
quality of this part of Tallaght. The proposed development, while substantial, would result in a
positive contribution to the town’s character and urban fabric serving as an excellent example of a
town moving forward. While recognising there are some significant and positive local impacts this
report concludes that this proposal, on balance, has no unacceptable townscape / landscape or
visual effects and can be successfully absorbed into the character and views of this part of the city.
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